trust it?

We seem to be installed all right with
our seven votes. Mrs. Paul and I are the
only P. E. L. members here so far. We'll have
the 7 votes to cast on elections but
not on other questions as I un-
derstand it.

Mrs. Jeanson, others. Eggens are here.
as delegates of the U.W.L.A. Miss Dale is coming also, I believe, as their delegate.

Now what shall I do or say about the merging of the two organizations? Nothing? Their letter is the limit. It officially they didn't line up to our conclusions at all. Mrs. Eggers says thus
Willis holds his affin only tentatively.

And there is no intimation at all in their affireal communication.

And of course measure is the very most vital affin at all if you want to make it so.

If they meant a real joining, of course they should have wanted until
we had a joint meeting for reorganiz-
tion and election of officers. Finally I
would like stand for the election of Julie
Elmira as principal. She's already pres.

of the P.T. Club and she's very busy.
A principal has got to be a person of
some leisure, who can give her


time to contemplate the way you did.
Miss Eastman, do you know that you got a package on the corner of the street and the carrier of our letter I know it was? He sent this of yours back to you as soon as he can get copies made.

I asked Mrs. Upham to advance her $200 to pay the bills. I gave my personal guarantee to raise it in six months.
a year, I do hope that was done and that there has been able to settle up.

Now, Ada dear, will you answer the following in a night-litter to me at Hotel Waldron, Phila.?

(1) Shall I continue to assume in public or private speeches that there are two distinct slate organizations in this.
The Park Church
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What's the P.E.O. is still a distinct organization?

(2) When do you meet me there?

I see, if Mr. Benedict is to go south for a trip now, I wouldn't he back in Wisconsin much before Jan. 1, 1913. If we don't go till February, tails in this very soon after Dec. 1.
Dear Mr. Eastman,

Your decision depends a great deal on whether you and me there in December. I don't want to drop any responsibility until we get the League started on its first campaign, so if you think it's safe to frame things down tell Jan. I want this new en-
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...and our organizations vanished in the interval? Mean while its a big burden for you to carry alone. Say the word, and I'll come right home, i.e. just as fast as I can. Would you get this with the convention, and wound things up...
Dear! That was a long parenthesis!

You surely need the papers every day. They picture was taken every day. They picture was taken every day. They picture was taken.

Tell them to Hera we were here. I wish you to be fun if it weren't so

not monotonous or suffering.

Love to you both.

Cordially.
Assume two organizations, return December if possible without much sacrifice. Hotel Walton Philadelphia
in N.Y. & Elmira. I could be within telephoning distance of you by Dec. 3.

I think I could get some money through demographic help for your help along. But if you think things will go just as things are without me till Jan.,—don't


